SSANZ 2020 ROUND NORTH ISLAND 2 HANDED YACHT RACE
Decision of The Protest Committee
Protest #: 1
Date of Hearing: 29th February, 2020.
Race Number:

Leg 1 - Auckland to Mangonui

Date of incident: 23rd February, 2020.
Protestor:
Protestee:

Race Committee
Blink

Sail Number:
Sail Number : 110011

Representatives: Jon Henry - RC and Tony Wells - Blink
Validity:
The Protest was received inside the Protest Time Limit and was valid
and Proceeded.
Facts Found:
1.

At the end of the 1st leg from Auckland to Mangonui, the finish line was between Osprey
Head and the RC Vessel at the starboard end of the line, as prescribed in the Sailing
Instructions,
and further described by the Race Director at the pre race briefing.
2.
At the time of the incident it was daylight and the wind strength was 10 - 15 knots
3.
Blink was approaching the finish on Starboard tack, on a layline to finish close to the RC
vessel when it's crew became disoriented and were for a short time confused about which
side
to pass the RC vessel.
4.
When close to the finish line Blink tacked on to port without releasing its headsail and were sailing
a course to pass the RC vessel to Port. Realising their original course keeping the RC vessel to starboard was
correct, tacked back on to starboard in an attempt to bear away and pass astern of the RC vessel.
5.
Blink lost control, was unable to bear away behind the stern of the RC vessel, luffed and
collided with its starboard side, with her prod causing damage to the RC vessel, by way of
a
hole in the RC vessel hull.
6.
After getting clear, Blink then proceeded to cross the finish line.
7.
No penalty turn was taken before Blink ceased racing.
8.
When ashore, Blink’s skipper quickly admitted fault and has since done everything
possible to
assist the Race Director and owner to resolve the issues arising from the
incident relating to civil
liability, insurance and repair of the RC Vessel.

Conclusion and Rules that Apply:
1.
2.

Blink hit the RC Vessel at the finish line and broke RRS 31.
The Protest Committee has discretion to impose a penalty other than DSQ, as per SI 22.8 (b)
and after hearing submissions from the Race Committee and the Protestee on the
circumstances involved, it is satisfied it should exercise this discretion

Decision:

Blink is to have 35 minutes added to her elapsed time for Leg 1.

Protest Committee:

Mike Alison, Russell Green.

Chairman’s Signature:

_____________________
Mike Alison (29/2/20 18:00hrs)

